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Binary spin systems (Ising systems)

● Graph of spins (σi) and couplings (Jij)
● Couplings define the interaction between spins

● Many combinatorial optimization
problems can be cast as spin systems [1]

Jij

σi

[1] Lucas, A. Ising formulations of many NP problems. Frontiers in Physics 2, 1–14 (2014).
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Energy

● The Hamiltonian defines the energy of a given binary
configuration:

and the lowest-possible energy (the ground state) corresponds to the 
configuration that solves the problem
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Simulated annealing

● Simulate the system using single spin-flip Metropolis-Hastings
● Initialize randomly at a “hot” temperature, and cool the system slowly
● Cool slowly enough: find the ground state

● Problem:
○ Cool too fast: get stuck in local minimum
○ Cool too slowly: waste time
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Our goal

Can we come up with a better way to schedule this cooling?

● Dynamic: e.g. capable of escaping local minima, but not too slow
● General: works for all Hamiltonians of a specific class, (e.g.                            )   

                without needing to train on each instance
● Superior: works better than standard methods
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Our tool: Reinforcement Learning

State, st
Agent

Action, at

Reward, Rt

Environment

at → (st+1, rt)

Policy π:
st → at

Uses rt to 
improve π
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COOL details: the agent/policy

● A neural network comprised of
○ A convolutional feature extractor: acts across replicas, and within replicas
○ Dense layers to reduce dimensionality
○ A recurrent neural network (LSTM) to capture temporal characteristics
○ Further (dense) output layers to produce the policy (and value)
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COOL details: the environment

● Standard simulated annealing algorithm
● Performs SA on multiple replicas simultaneously

○ Replicas are uncorrelated
○ No communication within the Monte Carlo simulation
○ Replicas evolve under the same schedule
○ Used to capture statistics of the system
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COOL details: observations, actions, reward

● Observation
○ Environment provides raw spin values (state/observation)

● Action
○ Agent (neural network) chooses a temperature adjustment for further 

annealing

● Reward
○ After 40 steps (4000L spin flips), agent is “rewarded” with negative of 

minimum energy (minimum over replicas at last observation)
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An observation The agent converts observations into actions
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Results: Weak-strong clusters
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Jij=1

σi

hi<8=-0.44 hi>7=1.0
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Weak/strong results
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Standard linear schedules perform
poorly when initialized cold

Initialized ColdInitialized Hot
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Weak/strong results
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Initialized ColdInitialized Hot
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Spin Glasses (nearest-neighbour, 2d, periodic)
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~100 episodes

~10000 episodes

R 99

R99 : number of episodes to find the ground state with 99% certainty

Example schedule:
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Does RL merely learn a good “average” schedule?
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● No. Using the “average” 
schedules statically 
performs more poorly 
than Classic SA

● Confirmation that RL 
schedules are specific to 
each problem 
instantiation
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Destructive Observation

Destroy (i.e. reinitialize the 
system) after each 
observation

RL still outperforms Classic 
SA substantially
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a COOL idea going forward

Scheduling a time-dependent Hamiltonian:

or any other programmable "control" parameters (e.g., transverse field, XX 
intermediate Hamiltonian, etc.) that an adiabatic quantum computer may have.
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Thank you
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